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Drawing Effects in Bryce 
 

A render is usually colourful, either depicting something photo real, 
abstract or fantastic. A pencil drawing or sketch can be charming as well, 
and Bryce is capable of rendering such effects directly. 

 

Introduction 

There are at least three different methods that also give different results and one is better 
suited for a particular type of artwork than the other. The «Reflection Method» is based on 
Blurry Reflections, the «Specular Method» of Specularity and «TA» on True Ambience. 

To give the gentle reader a hint of what we are talking about, here are four renders with the 
same scene as a base. Note that all pictures are embedded in the original render size. Use the 
zoom option in your PDF viewer to enlarge. 

 
Normal Render Reflection Method Specular Method TA Method

What is called the «Reflection Method» here is discussed in the video Pencil Sketch Effect by 
David Brinnen; the «Specular Method» is based on my video Toon Shading that comes with 
the Bryce Mentoring DVD but the method described here is different. «True Ambience» is a 
Bryce classic. There is also a video Pencil Sketch — Adding Haze and Clouds. All links are at the 
end of the document. 

 
Reflection Method 

The Material for the objects must be set, the Sky adjusted and the Render Options selected. 
This method works with the reflection from the white sky on the objects. 
 
Materials 

The materials for all objects are the same. Select all objects in the scene and set them to 
default grey. Move Diffusion from 100 to 0 and Reflection from 0 to 100. Make Specular Halo 
fully white; default value is R/G/B (red, green, blue) 204, set them to 255. This is all there is. 

One exception: if some objects have a transparency mask, like the leaves for the flowers 
above, this must be left in place. There is a dot in Transparency but Transparency is 0 and in 
the Material Options, Blend Transparency must be enabled instead of Normal. 

One option: if a plane for the ground is used, you may want to add some Bump, it will create 
some sort of a shadow. 
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Sky 

Set the Sky to Custom Sky (dropdown below first thumbnail on top of the workspace) and all 
three colours Sun Glow, Sky and Horizon to fully white. Disable Clouds, all options under 
Atmosphere and disable the Sun. What we need is a white background (the drawing paper) 
and no light. It is possible to add haze and clouds and this will be discussed later. 

IBL Option: Instead of setting the sky colours as described above, a white sphere HDRI can 
be used. Cast Shadows can be disabled; Specularity and HDRI Effect stay at 0, Quality at 16. 
Enable Use as backdrop and select Add to Sky if the sky was set to black. If the sky has some 
colours set, select Blend with Sky and set Transparency to 0. The only control to adjust is 
Intensity so that the background gets white. 
 
Render Options 

In the Render Options, select Premium, 36 Rays per pixel and enable Blurry Reflections. The 
blurriness of the reflection is controlled by the Specular Halo value of the material. You can set 
Maximum Ray Depth to 3 to shorten the render time a bit. No Boost Light and no Reflection 
Correction, they have no effect. 

Adjustment: The Rays per pixel setting controls the graininess of the render. Usually, if you 
render premium, you do not want grain in the render. Here, however, it can be used to 
emulate a sheet of paper that is not completely smooth and a soft pencil was used. Plop 
render a part and reduce Rays per pixel to 16 and increase it to 64 and watch the difference. 

 
Specular Method 

The Material for the objects must be set, the Sky adjusted and the Render Options selected. 
This method works with specular, without any diffuse. 
 
Materials 

The materials for all objects are the same. Select all objects in the scene and set them to 
default grey. Move Diffusion from 100 to 0. Make Specular Halo fully white; default value is 
R/G/B (red, green, blue) 204, set them to 255. Move Specularity to 100. This is all there is. 

One exception: if some objects have a transparency mask, like the leaves for the flowers 
above, this must be left in place. There is a dot in Transparency but Transparency is 0 and in 
the Material Options, Blend Transparency must be enabled instead of Normal. 

One option: if a plane for the ground is used, you may want to add some Bump, it may create 
an interesting pattern. Use about a tenth of the value you used for the Reflection Method. 
 
Sky 

Set the Sky to Custom Sky and all three colours Sun Glow, Sky and Horizon to fully white. 
Disable Clouds, all options under Atmosphere and disable Sun. What we need is a white back-
ground — the sheet of paper we are drawing on. It is possible to add the sun, haze and clouds 
and this will be discussed later. 

Load a white sphere HDRI, Use as backdrop could be engaged like for the Reflection Method 
but it does not make things simpler. Cast Shadows must be enabled and set at 100 but no 
Softness. Quality may have to be set higher than 16. Intensity is not important if the HDRI is 
not used as backdrop, set HDRI Effect to 0. What needs to be adjusted is Specularity. If there is 
not enough Specularity, enable Apply to light source right of Intensity and move Intensity up. 
You may also enable Compat Specularity. 
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Sun Intensity: since only Specular is used to light the objects, set Diffuse to 0. The sun can be 
used to give directional light. The sun colour should be white. 

The HDRI has the advantage of illuminating the scene omnidirectional with specular. The sun 
has the advantage to illuminate the scene directionally. 

 
HDRI specular only. Sun specular only. 

It depends what effect the artist is after, there is no absolute better or worse, just a better 
suited. Below, when the haze and clouds are discussed, the same scene is shown when sun 
and HDRI are both providing specular. 

Sphere Dome Light: Instead of an HDRI, also a Sphere Dome Light can be used. Make sure it 
surrounds the full scene or enable Distant, Falloff is set to None, Diffuse is 0 and Specular 
around 25 but this is subject to adjustment. Quality should be higher than the default 16 and it 
is sufficient if it only shines Inward. Technically, there is no difference between a Sphere Dome 
Light and a white sphere HDRI. I am just a bit more comfortable with IBL. 
 
Render Options 

Nothing special, just render regular. You can set Maximum Ray Depth to 3 to shorten the 
render time a bit. No Boost Light and no Reflection Correction, they have no effect. 

 
True Ambience (TA) Method 

The Material for the objects must be set, the Sky adjusted and the Render Options selected. 
This method works with True Ambience, Bryce’s Global Illumination (GI) feature. 
 
Materials 

The materials for all objects are the same. Select all objects in the scene and set them to 
default grey. This is all there is. 

One exception: if some objects have a transparency mask, like the leaves for the flowers 
above, this must be left in place. There is a dot in Transparency but Transparency is 0 and in 
the Material Options, Blend Transparency must be enabled instead of Normal. 

One option: instead of using the default grey material, Diffusion can be set to white. This 
makes the objects brighter. However, this can also be adjusted with the sky settings. 
 
Sky 

Set the Sky to Custom Sky (dropdown below first thumbnail on top of the workspace) and all 
three colours Sun Glow, Sky and Horizon to fully white. Disable Clouds, all options under 
Atmosphere and disable Sun. What we need is a white background (to draw on) and no light. 
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It is possible to add haze and clouds and this will be discussed later. It may be that there is not 
enough light, in such a case, resort to the IBL option. 

IBL Option: Instead of setting the sky colours as described above, a white sphere HDRI can 
be used. Cast Shadows can be disabled; Specularity and HDRI Effect stay at 0, Quality at 16. 
Enable Use as backdrop and select Add to Sky if the sky was set to black. If the sky has some 
colours set, chose Blend with Sky and set Transparency to 0. The only control to adjust is 
Intensity so that the background gets white. 

Even though a white sky and a white HDRI are fully white on the screen, the HDRI has much 
more “whiteness” than meets the eye — even as background — and this can be exploited with 
Boost Light in the Render Options. 
 
Render Options 

In the Render Options, select Premium, 36 Rays per pixel and enable True Ambience. You can 
set Maximum Ray Depth to 3 to shorten the render time a bit. Reflection Correction has no 
effect, but you may want to test with Boost Light on and off, usually enabled is the choice. 

Adjustment: The Rays per pixel setting controls the graininess of the render. Usually, if you 
render premium, you do not want grain in the render. Here, however, it can be used to 
emulate a sheet of paper that is not completely smooth and a soft pencil was used. Plop 
render a part and reduce Rays per pixel to 16 and increase it to 64 and watch the difference. 

 
Adding Haze and Clouds to the Sky 

For the drawing of an outdoor scene, some hard edged clouds can improve the image and to 
add some haze to remove contrast for the objects in the distance is also not completely 
beyond the ability of a good illustrator. 
 
Haze 

The important bit here is to enable Color Perspective and set the Red, Green and Blue colours 
to 100. Only then will the haze stay white also in the distance. With Color Perspective at 
maximum, Haze Density and Thickness are very sensitive. It depends on the size of the scene 
how to set them. The examples below use a terrain ground area of 3600 x 3600 BU. Haze 
Density is set to 2 and Thickness to 1.5; very low values. 
 
Clouds 

Edit the cloud texture and use one with sharp borders, not blurred ones, e.g. Red Fractal from 
the Textures Basic (first in the fourth row). Remember that for clouds, only [A] (alpha) is used. 
Then adjust Cloud Cover, Cloud Height, Frequency and Amplitude as appropriate. 

The Reflection Method reflects the white sky on the objects. When there are clouds in the sky, 
the sky is less white and therefore the scene gets darker. 

 
Best Method 

The best method is the one that creates a result the artist strove for. From the tests I per-
formed, I concluded that the Reflection Method is best for objects and the Specular Method is 
quite suited for landscapes and the TA method is somewhat a go-between. 

Below are object and a terrain renders using all three methods. There is no sun light for the 
Reflection method because it works exclusively with the reflection from the sky dome or 
HDRI, but there is sun light for the Specular and TA methods. 
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For the Specular method, Speculaity of the HDRI and Sun Intensity Specular must be balanced, 
and for the TA method HDRI Intensity and Sun Intensity Diffuse. 

 
Reflection Method

 
Specular Method

 
TA Method

 
Colour Options 

We are discussing pencil drawings. However, we could also draw with crayons, coloured 
pencils. For the Reflection method, Diffuse colour for the object can be set different from grey 
and the amount adjusted with the Metallicity control. Blurry Reflections create some colour 
bleed, the amount of which can be controlled by reducing the Specular Halo colour for the 
objects from white 255 towards white 240. 

The Specular method offers two possibilities: either use Diffuse colour and Metallicity like for 
the Reflection method, or change the Specular colour from white to any other colour. If the 
sun provides Specular, the sun colour can also be set different than white. 
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For the TA method, set Diffuse colour and reduce Diffusion to 50 if the material for the objects 
was initially set to default grey with Diffusion at 100. If the sun provides Diffuse, the sun colour 
can also be changed from white to any other colour. 

 
Reflection Method Specular Method TA Method 

 
Summary 

All three methods described render in roughly the same time. Each one gives a different result 
and each one has a charming look of its own. Every method is set up in a short time and there 
are also more options to experiment with: how about using negative specular and playing with 
bump or use desaturated water colours? Main thing is to have fun! 

 
Videos 

Pencil Sketch Effect by David Brinnen (free): 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UfRzEydWRio 

 

Pencil Sketch — Adding Haze and Clouds by Horo (free): 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ICrw85tU0 

 

Bryce Mentoring DVD —- Videos, Scenes and Resources ($79.95 or less): 
http://www.daz3d.com/bryce-mentoring-dvd-videos-scenes-and-resources 

 

White Sphere HDRI (free): 
https://horo.ch/raytracing/resources/hdri/WhiteSphere.zip 
 

 
Matilda from the Library, behind it a 2D-Face with bump; Reflection Method (36 rpp). 

 
 

April 2016/horo 
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